As private information can be contained in the DLP (Data Leakage Prevention) 
Introduction
For the protection of corporate assets, the Data Leakage Prevention (DLP) system is used by many corporations. DLP system is the monitoring system that uses a network packet to monitoring the system's information. To protect the company's information, corporations use systems that are developed to prevent the loss or leakage of information that checking the packet included sensitive data or related assets [4] . However, on the process of using these systems, administrators may monitor employees' private data. Generally, the private information of employees of an organization should be protected and laws and regulations require this as a basic right of people [3] . However, the DLP system may monitor some part of private information and it could cause a privacy violation. So, in this respect, we need the DLP system considering privacy protection. In this paper, we proposed a privacy violation level indicating DLP system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the concepts of the trade-off relation of DLP and privacy protection. Section 3 describes the estimation model for the degree of privacy violation on the monitoring for detecting the critical data. Especially, we considered two cases of privacy violation level. One is static privacy violation level which can be calculated simply using private data portion of monitoring target. The other is dynamic privacy violation level which is calculated using currently monitored private data portion. Especially the dynamic privacy violation level is displayed through graphical user interface for showing the DLP system's privacy violation level. Finally, section 4 concluding remarks and outline of future work are shown.
Concerning the Privacy Violation Relation in DLP Process
When Data Leakage Prevention systems are operated in organizations, privacy violations can be occurred during the monitoring process. The large number of DLP keywords must be reviewed and private data is inevitably included in the keywords. That is why we considering the privacy violation can be an issue in DLP system operation.
The figure 1 shows the relationship between data leakage protection level and privacy violation level. Authors' previous paper shows the trade-off between the two indexes [1] . When it comes to private keywords portion of DLP keywords, if a part of private keywords are excluded from DLP keywords to protect employees' privacy, the detecting rate of data leakage is getting lower than before.
Design and Implementation of Privacy Violation Level Considering DLP System

Private Keywords and DLP Keywords
As we have reviewed in section 2, there is a trade-off relationship between the DLP level and privacy level. In the DLP system's design implementation viewpoint, the trade-off relationship can be modeled as number of keywords for each category. In other words, because the DLP keyword set contains private keyword set, if the number of private keywords in DLP keyword set is large, the detection process monitors many private data. That's our basic idea of representing privacy level in DLP system.
Static and Dynamic Privacy Violation Level
To estimation the level of privacy, we should measure the degree of privacy violation. In this work we defined two important measures which can be used to control the privacy violation level of DLP system. First one is PVL Static and it represents the current privacy violation level which is calculated using just the number of keywords. 
The dynamic privacy violation level PVL Dynamic is determined by a function of time which represents the number of private keywords detected by DLP system as shown in (2) . The expression implies when the DLP system's monitoring target contains more private data than previous time t, the value of PVL Dynamic is getting larger. The PVL Dynamic shows current violation level of the system and during the monitoring process the detected keywords and the number of detection for each keyword are shown through graphical user interfaces. Using the information, administrator can have the insight how the make the PVL Dynamic lower. In other words, if the administrator removes a certain private keyword which is frequently detected but not that critical in DLP viewpoint, the PVL Dynamic value can be highly decreased.
Implementation
Above mentioned concepts are implemented as a DLP system. Our DLP systems categorize the monitoring target keyword and manage the private keyword set. Whenever the private keyword is monitored, the keyword's monitoring number increases. Even though this process looks very simple, through this simple process administrator can imagine the level of privacy protection of their DLP system. Figure 2 . shows the system architecture of proposed DLP system. The system has a component named PrivacyViolation_Cal Module which is conducting the mentioned calculation. The calculation is proceeded in a given period of time and the result is stored in PV database table.
Figure 2. The DLP System Structure considering privacy protection
As shown in below part of Figure 2 , our system's monitoring is proceeded by agent software installed in employee's computer. The detection rules which are contains the DLP keyword are downloaded from server and the rules are applied to each packet going out from the employee's computer. Usually, the detection target would be the packets of e-mail and instant messenger. The detection result is reported to the server and the calculation is conducted. Figure 3 is Main Page of the proposed system. The page consists of Notice, Alert, Data Search and Detected keyword graph. Notice is for general information for administrator and alert contains important detection result of DLP system. The Data Search enables administrator to find some information using keyword and period of time. The detected graph is for intuitive recognition of DLP system's detection result. Figure 5 shows the number of detection for each keyword. Those data are used to calculate the PVL Dynamic value. In our DLP system, there are 100 keywords for critical data protection and there are 13 private keywords. Therefore, the current PVL static is 0.12. Since PVL Dynamic value varies as the time goes on, the database should have the time filed to store the detection result. Even though the database table has the time field, the Figure 5 just shows the keyword and the detection count. That is because the page is for managing the value of PVL Dynamic . In this case, if the private keyword "id" of e-mail and the "name" of messenger are removed, the PVL Dynamic value is going to be lower steeply.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we suggested the privacy violation estimating model of DLP system. Our suggestion has very simple concept of differentiating private keywords from DLP keywords. In addition, by counting the number of private keyword, we derived the static and dynamic privacy violation level of DLP system. The proposed concept is implemented using web-based DLP system and we have presented the user interfaces showing the detection number of private keywords. Through our suggesting concept and system, administrators can speculate how much their DLP system violates the privacy during monitoring the leakage. In addition, by removing some part of private keywords, they can increase the privacy violation level.
